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CRANE GIAMO

from CIVIL WARS

if i am in tangles if i forget to go you okay my face goes inside of
i am a doll i hear you ma + da + do you feel you related to me
watching up at flies on the ceiling offshore gulf coast refinery
take me outside of the outside of your messages holding
stunned coinage sharpened rabbit foot's haunted single neck
stone cold seasoned the muscle edible raw tendon vegetables
cellophane i sleep in i settle on where my eyes inherit shelves of
candy doe eyed nomenclature nation faith pledging for arsenals
exfoliate the cotton ransack our home leave its windows intact
to bear out that there is no purity of space from oar pier to hollow tipped ballistic point to yes trespass i dredge a .52 with
black powder from lockets dried out lambs lung detachable i'm
my eyes robbed of my eyes' waterway canal locks pine needle
raft burnt downriver your plum pits spit at a fishbowl equal to I
miss walking on cut grass in asphalt fillings breathing smoke

through in wet rags rinsed over skirts tumble dry standing
where we arrive where everywhere at once is all at once i don't
know i won't even i can't say i am my neighbor i even i have no
embassy i forgot i was born i begin to look like i saw a ghost
where i am standing raking light worn out light coming from
light coming from where you see you in lights taxidermic political mammal you see how outside sprawls imprint silence me
mapping by multiple flocks flatlined and rising and ever not
knowing how we build space for once we forget how well choreographed a nation can be it can hold in steady congregation in
as steady denials you didn’t deny you watching over you losing
touch of home in time reaching for feet faithless in drove
breathing still air upon hands opening openings whim we’ve
almost felt like i didn't know this pact that past animal of myself
facing me to my face as new vein anthem the sea appearing no

different than the sea assailed by the fact of it as lost at its i can
see you in front of me when what's available goes missing your
missing when you're in front of me split into I wouldn't see you i
don't build where i stand at uncertain security environments
around all these silo grew thorn thickets of i started to get
healed in dust on the land the industrial rescue operations between the seawall imma silent witness to myself like fool kind of
broadcast shit strutting airing dead voices compiled by deader
voices locked up certified inside my eyes eavesdropped ask
them to tell a story we bring ourselves to certain altitudes then
come up for air what am i doing here waiting here for i forget
who i'm waiting fore in front these burnt treeless hills watching
down rusted urban glows shielded at froze up froze down
through bandages open fists rain relief cartridges of music as its

LAURA ELRICK

from PROPAGATION

|| there is no argument
here
there’s no
argument here
you have no argument
it lacks
an argument the argument
is unclear here
the argument is unclear
what
argument what the
argument does
does the evidence support
and how
how does it relate
to the argument that is
right
here
and unclear
what does
this say
what does it say
about your argument does it
speak does it speak
to the argument

does the argument speak
to the argument
about the argument do you
care? the argument?
what is it?
as an argument set forth
heading where
heading where
there is no more
playing
no more playing
mr. nice no
playing mr. nice of it help me
help me he said
he said
he said no

|| riding
the tilt-a-whirl
all night
riding
riding the tilt-a-whirl
then the round-up all night
the tilt-a-whirl all night
then the roundup all night riding one
and the other one
after
another one
bodies pressed out away on the mesh
our riding bodies
press
centrifugal guest
when the center evacuates
and you whirl
all night
the tilt-a-whirl all night
riding the whirl
again riding
the round
again riding the tilt-w-whirl
and the round-up

all night and the lights spin up
in the circus night
as the center evacuates
and we go flying
our wandering
pinned
pressed out against the mesh

|| and the blood is
coming out and
the blood is coming out
and out
the blood is flowing
the blood pools and
and the blood is
and the blood is coming out and
out
its coming out
the blood
in
fleshsheets
slowly
coming
out and
it’s
coming
out
slowly
you
note
it is coming out of me
blood comes

out of me
the blood is coming out
of me
again
again the blood comes out
the blood comes
out blood
comes out and
blood comes out also
blood comes out also
blood also comes out
also
blood
yes
it comes out of you
it comes out of
you too it is bleeding it
comes out of you it
bleeds it
I note
is bleeding it
can bleed out of
you blood
blood bleeds

|| blood isn’t
is it
blood isn’t really
blood is it
real blood that
blood isn’t real
that blood isn’t real
no it’s
not blood it
isn’t really blood it’s
not bad
that blood
it’s pretty good blood it looks real
that blood
that blood looks real
that
blood looks real
it looks
real
or that it looks fake
it isn’t
very real-looking
fake blood
it’s not good-looking blood

that blood
sux
it’s
no good
it’s terrible that
blood is terrible
blood it
looks fake it
is not
is it
real
is that blood real
is that blood real blood
is that blood real fake-looking
blood is that
real
fake-looking blood
is
that it
is it that
that fake-looking blood
is real is
real blood real

|| finding one’s joy
finding joy
watching
it
scoot over the ink
watching it
one’s joy
shoot the hole in o
scoot through d in do
it to
see it here
to find it
which is not a joy finding
it is not a joy it is a hunt
scooting across the ink
to
survoler to
survoler quick scan
skim
fly over
the view
of what is vista
it misses you!
scooting over the ink
hunt of what is scanned

hunt of what is screened
as if
outside
one
you view
established shot
through the o in word
on a tracer’s scoop
tracers shoot
to find it
trace finding it
finding joy
living it
live
it
joy is it
joy it
retracing
it
written over
it tangled
joy a
tangled joy
a tangled ink of
joy

it scoots
it
tangled shoots
you outside
which is not
outside of out
side “finding”
a hunt

|| resonance
because
what you can say
of the detail
is resonance
because the detail
of the detail
is resonance is
what you can say
the resonance
of the resonance
is detail
resonant detail and
what you can say
of the detail
is detail
and that’s resonance
and that’s
what you can say
because you can
say what you can
say
you can say detail

can you
what can you
say of the detail what
can you can
one say

E. TRACY GRINNELL

death / is an / innumerable / accuracy

But where should we point to show the mind is in pain?
“Velocity but No Location,” Rosmarie Waldrop

what
happened
un
folds
as it
its muscular
emotive
whim
careens
out
from
corners
comes
forward
as expulsions
confusing
the ear

arrays
stand apart

that forest

form itself
un
furls

chords
erase

discord

as

waves keep

themselves

in comfort
synthesis
wavers
in light
in having
left

shadows
of
shades
appear

swallows amuse
the air

isn’t

anything
a shade

it wavers
a shade

of what

of what

it
wagers

simultaneous
with fear

it
wagers

silent
cemetery
of
rage

recognition’s delirium

first
first

form
sensorium
of

in motion
that’s in
frieze

freeseyes form
retro
motion
caught in
motion
is frieze
in back
motion
that’s
in frieze

bodies merge
in motion
revel in
frieze

thought forms
frieze
before
is

form a moment
blind
by past
in moment is

silver violet streak
heave stone
frieze

eyesform

is flattened
motion
is frieze
is time
flattened
frieze is

conception a
canvas
of time

frieze

seems sequential
as bodies

merge
in frieze

as trees

inmotion

motion

to frieze

is frieze
in motion
of memory

at what
is facing
is
motion in
are that
in frieze
as in
physical repetition

the

eye
induces

an
interior
outside
the
vision
of hours
in turn in

toil

en

twined

life
your
life
disestablished
inthesun

sun

anachronistic
clamor

to articulate
friezes

habit

furled
linguistically

every
un

internal syntax
count three
swallows
three
hum rushes
is not river
rush is
hush of
wind shadows
rush shapes
the sky

syntax

death
internalizes

behind glass
forms
lingering form
before which

the corpus

rests

forest

it was not a dream
though it confused itself
in dreaming
as

boundary

forest

their
boundary

their

gaping mouths
of leaves
heldopen
what is a
a waiting
presence of

sound the

a form forgetting
its own gesture

in cloud formation
sound
cloud
it the sound
cloud

covers

cloud

green

so much sound
revery
so much
no
where

in

a silent

in the ferocity
of proximity
miles among
unrestrained

remains

with its
unrelenting
nerves
the
no

bones

measure
the mind

can
invent
torn

among terms

those remains /
reins
memory whips

break
break

breaks
under no

no trace
no
will not

to tell the difference
if torn, by some inert
wasting
between what is left

and what is

of force
refrained from
breaking its
unbroken

weighted
by the dream
-like

armature

frame

left

hummingbird
alights
incongruencies
invert reality

becausetheyare

real

abstraction insists because everything
eludes
arresting lightning
that’s
in flight

sight is

sequential
alterity

mountain
against

seems to climb
its own

collapse

LANCE PHILLIPS

PROSE

1

Whelps to eyelids applied
assurances one takes for hand
and gravel
Such effort, effrontery

	
  

Situationally camphor, bird stencil, restless leg

	
  

Would have preferred thieving moth
Structure of arms and legs
Red tips/Narcissus
Do ants replace their finger tips

	
  

When is the inventive not an amalgam of control and the
mistaken

Crosshatched w/ bluebirds

Lettuces

	
  

Narrative structure based on nodes: Roman chamomile made
to seem green apples

	
  

The assumption that organization is responsible, is a predictor
Tantrum, by contrast moon
For dispersal bee’s body

	
  

Predictive modeling for mouth, exchanged; gnats form a cloud

	
  

Ahead of such place on the body wasp mutes pine leaves, pubes

	
  

1. Syntax elevates the restraints, toadhouse
2. Motion for portals

	
  

Engineered the bird thus, from the air
My legs

	
  

Protectorate versus selves extinguished by description
Hinderers, her legs up or down

	
  

Punctuated with dirt clods road smiles away from them
Grasps her own ankles truncating her body
These winds
We’ll make it animated in circuitous motion applied to her skin
as salve

	
  

Exhaustive light dulls to clutching hand
Purposive circles knuckles
She started all that

	
  

Within a series of touches one nests hands
Columbines
Figural series cradling elbows

	
  

Lest one take talk for body, decorous body; lips warm, slightly
lips swell with sun

2

Light failed against oak limbs giving purchase to a subtler net
ensnaring the car’s hood and windshield in shadow and bright
relief.

	
  

Re-weaving thrushes made for opposite trees

	
  

The ruts seemed to pull the car’s tires in guiding them along
because providing no alternative. Low hanging birches brushed
the car’s roof or haunches as he drove further in, something like
the sound of driven rain suddenly removed.

	
  

A fly perched on the ring finger of his left hand which rested
atop the steering wheel. A small disturbance of air he felt over
the back of his hand then stopped when its legs came into contact with his skin. It remained lifted then landed again all in the
space of a few seconds repeating the whole process as he rode
along the lane. The fly formed a focus then dissolved it.

	
  

In a clearing sudden and to his left a fawn startled into a stand of
poplars. When it stopped it was invisible.

LAURA WALKER

genesis

in the beginning a way of yielding, and the sound of retrieval
and rattled blue frames. and intentionality, and the young; and
those who held themselves apart continued apart and rose in
sanctioned masses to rooftops and to bloom. and the forgetting;
and the struck expanse; and the way the light aircraft made their
maps across the sky, billowy and upturned
and the angle
and the shatter
and the glass was written, and contained; and the air was remedial, and alight; and the noise of the boots on shards was something knocking on a door, far away and beneath a handle

genesis

	
  

in the beginning the lists were rampant and the air was full of
clock and bird. the smallest lay down among her notes and
wrappers blew about the trees, between the branches and the
memory of hours and a small ticking sound, not to be ignored

and the raptors
and the hard wiring
and each bright thing weighed itself in succession, positioned
itself against the ledge and lined up two by two, sprawled and
thin and hurriedly away

genesis

	
  

in the beginning what was startled flew up into the liquid sky.
and the children came tiptoeing round, to see the man sleeping
there in the fields; and they carried their pie plates and rosined
spoons out onto the clay
and the plows, whiskering away in the darkness; and the sheeted
moss; and the furrows, newly made, baring themselves among
the birds
and we were small and formless and our hands did not settle
around a cup of tea

genesis

	
  

in the beginning what was yours was coiled and the birds of the
roiling air knew pocket and empire and sleep. and the boughs
would extend; and the soldiers its skinned knee; and the sound
of bells and jingling hardwire ran up and down the sweep, a
story of kith and movement
and the mats
and the tinctured blue blankets
and there on the steps we delivered ourselves, hands aloft and
carrying

genesis

	
  

in the beginning what we found just off the edge of our paper
would circulate again, fall back among us as dreams of snow or
the slough of someone's new suit. the children were brought
round to enter the fields again; and they were collaged in reds
and browns, and told which birds to hold and which to scatter
with their feet. the morning light came round again, and someone held spoons and someone held clatter and sawdust piled
and began to converge
and we were a building
and we were a formation
and we were sick, and suited, and grouped in twos and threes

genesis

	
  

in the beginning speech was buckled and the air was full of
clamor and rice. and there were positionings, and there were
raptors; and the small creatures of tilth and mouse hid themselves in the tall noon grass
and we were rampant
and we were untended
and we built ourselves a body of sound, a tower of sway and
sand

genesis

	
  

in the beginning i knew a soldier as something matted and misunderstood. and he knew me, bright and drenched in water; and
we held a string and held it and the air buckled and heaved. and
the dolls along the trucks; and the pressure of the water; and the
hours in the trucks; and the hours in the water; and time was
wingless and clipped, rapt and begging for stray socks along the
roadway

genesis

	
  

in the beginning a forest suffered itself and tangled bright its
roots, suffused and matted, its borrowing tics and upending
clay. and insects were light and hum; and noise rode into the
day; and violence was orange and green, checkered and ratified,
bordered with loops and called down by name
and the green-edged frame, awakening
in the beginning what was yours was mine and the creatures left
their sweep and forest, crept forth in night and calendared sleep
and found their way to piers and boxes
and the soldiers
and the bright metal yearnings

and she who slept in a bed at night, on the floor in a tree on the
light-sacked clay

genesis

in the beginning the clock spilled orange and the notes we carried ourselves were the ones scattered later in museums, in haystacks and coppered porch lights. and the letters spread and
turned to cloth; and the ink dried and fluted away; and the cables we strung between our houses were buried in birds and
stone, weather that carried itself gingerly and settled now in
neatened edges
and we were enamored
and we were habitual
and at night we shut ourselves away and watched colored lights
play into darkness, moth loosed strings of "we are" and "we who
well"

genesis

in the beginning the stones came loose, and the words were wax
and singing under the faint porch light. and a pocket, and a
flare; and the birds assembled at last, awaiting snow and cloth
and the sound of sticks. and the fires; and the arrival; and the
clouds bought and paid for
and the settled
and the prostrate
and the arrival was styrofoam, and inchoate; and the welcome
was creviced, and slit; and the sound increased against the walls
in battles and shifting shores. and the hole before you was
loamed and charred; and there was nowhere solid ground; and
you held a chisel with a faint white point
and these hours opened onto yours
and the sky was of blocks and unyielding

YAIMA CARRAZANA

Got the Blues for Red
2012
Oil on canvas
70 x 50 cm

Step Right Up!
2012
Oil on canvas
70 x 50 cm

So Many Clowns, So Little Time
2012
Oil on canvas
70 x 50 cm

Lincoln Park After Dark
2012
Oil on canvas
70 x 50 cm

Miami Beet
2012
Oil on canvas
70 x 50 cm

My Pointe Exactly
2012
Oil on canvas
70 x 50 cm

Nein! Nein! Nein! OK Fine!
2012
Oil on canvas
70 x 50 cm

Berlin There Done That
2012
Oil on canvas
70 x 50 cm

French Quarter for Your Thoughts
2012
Oil on canvas
70 x 50 cm

KRYSTAL LANGUELL

HOME ECONOMICS

This is how to get by: force it.
Time into money, money into a meal. Training the working body to
be thrifty. Measuring feed as for any other animal.
Home remedy for agoraphobia: force it.
But home is a private space.
The kids will drive if mother’s too scared. A blizzard’s only unsafe if
someone fails to take a little extra care.
Later, replacing one addiction with another. The burden. Selfmedication.

Because gambling is a lens for understanding injustice, it isn’t harmful at first. It is answer to the question, or else what?
How will you get well?
Force it.
I’m getting used to feeling queasy.
I’m sorry I feel skeptical about fibromyalgia.
We save up for a real emergency—for coma or unemployment.
We work as hard as we can and then drop dead. It’s easier this way.
No coincidence.

Imagine if we lived long enough to think about what we’ve given
away.
Why do you walk like that?
Because of your great-grandma’s hunchback. That’s all bad posture.
I’m forcing it right.
I keep the home economy humming.
Growing up in the suburbs is auto-enrollment in obedience school,
and it’s presented as a gift horse.

My hometown exists because of white flight, but I wouldn’t exist
without illegal immigration.
The fear of traffic. Fear of crime. Fear of high winds.
Not quite the exurbs, where the fancy grocery store is. The one my
sister calls the Gucci Martin’s.
You’ll need a GPS to find my cul-de-sac in the hypothetical future.
How do the little old ladies survive the decades they outlive their
friends?

Force, force. Prepare. Store up because there’s always something: a
meth addict step-brother turning over a new leaf, borrowing the
money to get his teeth capped.
I watch a woman wave to a ferry boat in the Hudson River. I watch a
little girl wave to a dog as she walks past.
This is how to get by: you leave and you never go back. You keep
your hard-luck story to yourself.

COMMUTE INSTINCT

My commute instinct eliminates the luxury of slow mornings.
Still not at all a bedroom-community experience. The source
of understanding is internal, and we cultivate it. I lecture
about how subjectivity limits perception, yet we make
a new space for meaning. That space is here, where we get by
on shifting debt among balance transfer offers. All of our
paperwork is expired. Student says: I got beat but it was worth it.
I say: I only give money to amputees and women who look pregnant.
Account your cash cent for cent, the way the rich stay rich.
Teenage girls take photos of men asleep & drooling on the train.
Jamaica Center, Parsons-Archer full of dead umbrella spines
regardless of weather. Like petrified desert spiders.

Reverse commute is an inherently hierarchical phrase and
I’d mention that the station smells like a litter box, but
I want you to respect it like I do. Theater of heartfelt catcalls.
People pre-walk to be in front of the exact right doors,
know better than to risk disgust by getting in an empty car.
I ask: Do you see anything evil in the media’s spectacle?
You don’t have to answer now. Queering is a scaffolded project,
what they pay me for. I’m your vigilance, a skeptical gaze, a limit.
The long commute internalized like an accent. Another nature.
Value judgment connotes a classier means of competition.
When your street isn’t cleaned, ask if it was a value judgment.
Maybe that unflattering dress you teach in is to blame.

A track fire is a track fire, but debris on the rails is a body.
Life-or-death spacemaking in tunnels—dear maintenance.
Above ground an incomplete mural of the Obama family
in a park enjoying ice cream and recycling. This week
Malia’s neck is mercifully revised, a bit straighter now.
I tell my students we are all works in progress, that becoming
is a process: that’s why college is four years long. I am
making this up as I go, which puts my theory into practice.
The body can learn. Stumble forward, feel around.
Once you’re embarrassed, it means you’re already better.

FIELD NOTES, MARSHALL ISLANDS

Picture the isolation
children’s hands evacuating souls
skin, a crater, a hole
vaporized
Model sensitivity important extinction
since the war
pursued origin of hate toward contact
Adaptive radiations? Fancy words
might be in favor

trying to sound cranky
diving to see

in Bikini harbor, along with one, two,
one, two destroyers,
one
One of the lucky
still with skin
cleanup still not begun

!

the original children wait

Experts scrape, store, spread
plants won’t drink
may never support life
Yet to resettle

a homeland
the island populated by construction workers
Some U.S. Department of Energy staff
however

!

a large population who
living elsewhere
hope to someday have
ability to return

FIELD NOTES, PROVIDENCE

The second most frequent
obstacle is the struggle against
or preoccupation with
language of utility.
Students are steeped in it,
upset by what seems.
They claim to dislike a
text because of events.
They will resist,
behave contrary to
their own resistance.
Disdain translates.

I can point to pop culture
to illustrate how
we embrace a text
that is not dynamic.
Asking about their
stories of waiting.
Experience proves
they have a safe frame,
can be more prepared
to leap into the world.
The film version
could help.

MY UNMEDIATED LEGITIMACY

the apologia of my revolution
the futility of my antibiotics
the anxiety of my talk
the depth of my pelvic floor
the adequacy of my occupation
the externality of my solitude
the path of my underemployment
the layover of my dirtwind
the white glove of my heart
the academics of my mobility
the androgyny of my crankshaft
the girth of my decency
the flexibility of my access

!

MY ABJECT SENSITIVITY

my wrong argument, a diagonal
my not-knowing, an island not to scale
my discomfort, a Leo-Virgo cusp baby
my caution, a nauseous maw
my force, a financier in seersucker
my idea, a boom generator
my gentrification, a curb appeal
my status, a part-time appointment
my best me, an enthusiasm
my freshest article, a new yes
my white-tailed doe, a natural loss

!

JUDAH RUBIN

— Where —
written— all
wilting
the bullet goes in the front —
:
—
in turns
painted
to syntact and if
broken, then —
by: diffidence
cleared
to hire — one's witness
into
— what
declassified

power

finds in
— and in one's
face, though older, wizened

by its
day

time

It is of your birth
or to, one turns
— in — the step of monoccident
stores — wheat, butter
of the smallest nails
grating at the wheel
—

a ruddy
face
squeezing off the rubber's
end
Manumissive
not thinking about
your
pass into
talk —
— the dreamer must
accept his dream — no matter
the broken
fingered bird cannot
reflect further, torn by the
bacchanate
screen
to loose — oneself
subject, then
lost.

medea outlet —
demand to hold the
world — up —
in the dream of well
framed speed
— a day
where faces
ape — go out
into the peace of its land —
houred —
surity — what burnished the
fruit with dye — writing after
color — after — pluvial
withdrawn — weapons after
weapons — a mass —
killing — Made — congregant —
whistling — dixie to attract — the
Lord of Hosts
a serialized dimunition
—
the
rats
crawl out of the anus of night
to pedal
the Carravagian
remains — calling each
to each

— what difference
the
optical — retained
a shard
that will bring up the
dead to eat the living.
And the dead
outnumber them

Whatever this center
stands
in the expired
approach
to fanatacism by
incongruent
scale —
a means of pleasure
frozen beside the seeded books
I would have carried this
Rock across the threshold of
being — whatever this
center — If the mind falls
within the limits
— Cartesian equis
To be drummed out of
teeth by one's finish — a
lolling eye at the referee
— one's —
play — the sacral demos
upward
toward the record
Floating off from this
place — to be netted
in helial caducent —
nursed — his tits of
whatever center is
what stands

If, to be tried in
some theater's
appended fistula
— it will
follow
flat after the lonely
depths
divined from a highest
point inside the square

Designation
lodged in the piecemeal
demands of the
escrowtical sexus
—
fumarole of the embodied hand
paranoia's equivalence
as with
art the history of quality — c17 — in access
— with providence by means of election
(as from below one cannot hope
to translate without
knowledge of the monied
— cockchafers silverfish
hints of laughter in the modeled
glass — the coffee, the stain of glue

"God's revolutions"
and the piecing of greyed toads
back within

MATTHEW KLANE

“Reverse Osmosis”

polemic
polysemous
jointure
purloin
runic
conglobate
odoriferous

polemic

is always
a great word
to know.
So is
.

polysemous

Rollover to see
the whole process
of being
someone else.

jointure

Unto
the widow’s
cure, coincident
reinjury.

purloin

Lift
surcharge for each
portly foibled
fingertip.

runic

Tintinnabula.

conglobate

Another neon glom
on the one
corporate blob.

odoriferous

Reefer,
referential drift.

“Weapons of the Oppressor”

glace
hobson jobson
collogue
footle
proclitic
personalia
homologate

glace

Look on
Lake Placid.

hobson jobson

Odd,
Anglicized,
probably mangled.

collogue

Wee,
dog imposters, c’mon
elaborate, alumni.

footle

I fool about
the parlor
saluting bunnies
w/ my flute.

proclitic

Twiddle it,
slick.

personalia

Own your own
Echo™ Evernote®
on sale
at Best Buy®.

homologate

Race
to and through
City Hall.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iGjyJguiif0

THOMAS FINK

JIGSAW HUBBUB 25

Oppositional
guffaws
bang the
spine.
A rock
runs out
of time.
Who wet
the
dream?
Mucus
exits,
replenishes.
Bread
turns to
stone;
experts
are daffily
stunned.
I want to
pollute
less. But
where’s
the CEO of my
nervous
system?
You tell
us to shed
hate through
lucid scream
ing. Let
those who
attack &
those who
defend
be brought
into a
blind room.
Instructive
hangover:
migration
in
ward. Can
anyone draft
a declaration
of warmth? The
phone is ring
ing inside medium
intestines. My
living, perhaps my
life, is on this
phone. There is
no, & there is
maybe. The partial shebang.

GOAD 33

An insect
played dead in a cup. You rose to squash it.
Human score
cards all over. A wall of dear john letters in a
primrose
outhouse. This one
had fallen
in love with
the original
text, but
the person
proved a waste
of. Here’s
to cake on your
sleeve. Self
refilling sophistry
keeps him
plugging. Remote
control grin.
Limber as lumber.
Libations excus
ing boundary rape.
So our purpose
in being is to serve
you—specifically?
Eternity for repay
ment. He wants more adoration than
he knows how to catalogue,
which is to say he doesn’t.

GOAD 34

Public blurts
into song are banned in some provinces
thanks
to em
barrassment-for-others suits, not just cor
onary
infractions. It’s
generous
of your new
acquaintance
to call you
“generous.”
The one with
the ocean.
Can you shed
’em fast
enough, with
your space
issues? Produc
tion ram
pages. No invis
ible hand
could grasp it.
Your site
isn’t wrong that
they reside
in more than a
few states,
but won’t unpen
etrated ones
lend you jollier
spilkes? Quell
the impulse often.
kvell less. The generous, not you,
must watch warmer colors sag.

MAYAN HAY(NA)KUS

21
X,
me, us,
her, you, him,
then they. Room: full.

22
I
or we?
Can one win
(solo) much long gain?

23
A
is an
old yet new
turn, tail, tune, tale.

24
&,
no or,
but one two.

25
I—
as if
one can map,
word, port, host, post
“being”—write brief under “guest.”

(Note: The hay(na)ku is Eileen Tabios’s invention, while Maya Diablo Mason
developed the variation I have named for her. The former involves word-counts,
whereas the latter also involves corresponding syllable counts.)

BREATHTAKINGLY DISHONEST
—with Maya Diablo Mason

She’s smelling a shrink,
but he shrinks into a white wall.
In her sitting room, she convinces
the dead to assist.
“They expect me to be
on call for life.”
Every booth is wire-tapped.
Only the gone can tell
us what we need: a few
life-deranging sentences.
“The good thing about being dead?
Validating presence.”
She asked a blind old father,
an oracle in ancient grease
who had to be illiterate
to get into college,
about buying a mansion on sale.
(When the new family scent takes over,
it will cease to be a mansion.)

The balding old halo of gray is too tired to convince us
he’s a cat napping on a tree
branch, pounded by stars.

RED CAR, GO FASTER
—with Maya Diablo Mason

They found her
in the sky.
The pane
frames landscape, tames
mountains into flat
brown, sifted
diction.
Sun divides,
lightspeed:
liquid dark,
fat black
madrigal.
My lower face
has been replaced by a map.

ASTRID LORANGE

AFFORD OIL

Free from debt, or obligation. mark or spot, cypher, numerical
fignre, nnmber, letter of the alphabet, mark on cloth to shew the
price ; flank or part above the hip ; embrace. metician. acoountatit, an arith- . barb of an arrow, a hook, tenter, catch, a circle. a.
mark, page a book, dis- tingnish a thing by some mark. be valued, prized, examined, ap- proved of. An embrace, the bosom.
llie iron hook with J which elephants aie guided or driren, a
goad, reduce to submission,reduce to obedience. To cause to
ralue, prize, examine ; Valuation, appraisemdnt. funr. Marked,
spatted, stained paged. Sprout or shoot. Having a little harsh
taste, hook, tenter. Sprout ; fortune. Skilled in figure works.
bribe, a coaxing {cis a cow that has lost her calf to make her
tractable. kind of vetch; wet grain ; young sprout. eye or glance
of the eye. space between two pillars or beams. eye or glance of
the eje. Blind raans buff. A nap ; a mattress be angry or

displeased, be peevish or fretfal. The eyes. sprout, shoot,
plantlet. body, a linb, a share. stretch the limb. Yawning, stretching the limb. Gestures, behaviour, man- bracelet worn on the
up- per arm (in myth). Enclosed space adjoining a house, a
yard, Jirea, court compound. Deprived of a limb. coat, gown,
jacket, doublet. Tipper garment, a coat, yawn, stretch the limb.
Yawning, stretching the limb. endure patiently. Charcoal, firebrand. agreement, promise, acquiescence, accept, receive, agree
to. Agreed, promised, acceded. chafingdish, brasier finger, finger's breadth, small spoon for pouring water into mouth. Inattentive. Abrupt, unexpected. small case to contain the ointment
applied to the eyelashes. cavity formed by put ting the hands
together. known, ignorant, Being prevented or obs- cease, stop.
prevent, obstruct. Prevention, challenge. highest room in a
building. small bundle. grin, to jest. act of removing something

suddenly by the hand out of the sight of the persons present.
Not castrated. rubbish, dvj well, well overgrown with bushes or
weeds : one of which the mouth is hidden. Excessive, profuse,
overmuch. mangoe, mangoe tree. small imripe mangoe. Wholesale buying without examining the things bought. sharer ; incarnation. Part, division, portion, share f right, possession ; essence
; degi-e of a circle, of latitude or longitude, &c. fraction ; thr
numerator of a fraction, m. partner, proprietor, partner, sharer,
coheir. vomit as a beast. Crookedness ; strut, airs An affected
person, fop, s swaggerer writhe, ache, be cramped, become stiff
or rigid, stiffen f to struck affectedly, to give one's The cramp.
affected person, swag- gerer, fop, [or metaphorically. Free from
thorns literally Unspeakable Not to be, told or related, beyond
description, unspeakable, unfit to bo spoken, obscene. listen,
give ear. Firm, unshaken. Absence or non-existence of a cause.

Causelessly, Unseasonableness, scarcity, extremity, pinch, Un
seasonable, premature, untimely. fruit produced out of season.
Wood of aloes. First morsel. bird, a sort of lark. farcy in horses,
an eruptive disease in men. bird. Burning in pain, &c., thrown
into the fire, as a propitiatory to the gods, either at worship or at
meals. guide, a harbinger, without mexit, in- efifectual, void of
good qualities, bad. defect, fault. Unhidden, unconcealed fragrant wood, aloe wood be in advance, precede. Encountering,
meeting a visitor. Easy, manifest, evident, agnrhOpen, honest,
candid. imperceptible, invisible, covert, unseen, unwitnessed,
The invisible, Supreme. take to one's self, In advance, beforehand. watch. watchman. watch.; the fire of the stomach, the
digestive faculty, appe- tite, (the lady -bird. An insect of a scarlet
colour, The sun-stone or a fabulous gem, supposed to contain
and impart solar heat. The fiery ordeal, by a heated iron or

boiling oil, or passing through fire, Fire-stone, fiint or any stone
producing fire, Arrow of fire, a rocket. The forepart of a thing,
Mark, spot, figure, number, letter of the alphabet; flank or pavt
abore the hip j the body ; embrace ; mark on cloth to shew the
price. be ralued, prized, exa. mined, approved of ; wet grain ; a
young sprout. Arithmetic. hook, tenter. cause to value, to examine Marked, paged, examined, plantlet, a seed-bud, a shoot, or
sprout, a germ. iron hook with which elephants are guided or
driven. Began, commenced. yard, area, court, coat, doublet.
small portable firepan. Corporeal, bodily. chafing-dish grieve,
Stnpid, inactive. Restless, inconstant, j playful, wanton ; brisk.
Restlessness, inconsft i stancy, wantonness ; plaTfnlness, vivacity. Immovable ; inanimate. Scientific, lettered, writing an elegant hand. Good, excellent, pleasant righteous, healthy, well,
sound ; recover, cure, recover, become, beseem, bfe pleasing,

be agreeable. Goodness. Indivisible. Undiminishing; a mode of
playing on a stringed instmment so as to express the words of a
song. Strange, unknown alien, Parsley. she-goat. Free from decay ever young. seed of a plant of the dill kind . illusion, Ruse or
stratagem in speech. He who never begs. Indigestion ; surfeit,
flatu- lence,. Undecayed, unimpaired. Tongueless. notched extremity or horn of a bow. Unfair, Inaccessible. Inconsiderate,
irregular unstudied, thoughtless, Immovable, permanent, fixed
of determined resolution, incontrover- tible, unchangeable,
irrevocable, Forest, grove, wilderness a heap of baggage, &c.,
heap ; furniture. Without support. Name of a town. skein or
bundle of thread, a reel ; ioungo ( in the manege ). make up
thread into skeins, reel ; lounge a horse. Unquestioned, unmterrupted, unrestrained, without hinderance. Unpolished A hank
or bundle of thread ;. Forty-eight. Thirty-eight. provoke, tex,

annoy. state of being confined to bed through sickness Various,
of different kinds. Stone of fruit. manufacturing town. mode of
wrestling with the feet ; an obstacle. Petulance, refractoriness.
Words without meaning. Uneven, rugged. Obstinate, perverse,
mulish ; restive. Not capable of being shaken or moyed; immoyabley fixed, unshaken. Two and a half ; or when used with a
noun of number, twice and a half the aggregate number. full
gallop. wood vessel. Check, stumbling block. edge or point of a
sharp weapon. superhuman faculty; point or edge of any sharp
instrument. make contain, cram A ball, a marble, A billiardroom. cord with which cattle are tied neck and heels. Unlucky.
twist, writhe, swagger, strut; an egg, The scrotum, the testicles,
rupture, hernia. Oviparous, as, a serpent, a fieshy a bird, a lizard.
particular hell, or division of the infernal regions, the portion
immediately below the earth. Very deep, bottomless. One who

sings and dances Over, beyond (m point cftime, place or degree), gone by, pa8sed over, exceeding, surprising, very, over,
much, very much, &c. ; implies general excess or pre-eminenee.
Exceedingly. Much, excessively. Very much, very great. A fragrant grass, lemon- grass. Very wakefnl, restless, black curlew.
Very old. Great heat; violent inflam. Very poor, in great want.
Excessive drinking. Excessively pure, 8tainless. A great talker, a
babbler. Blunt, not sharp, Bluntness Not weighed, incapable of
being weighed ; unequalled, unparalleled. Unsatisfied, restless. ,
voraciousness. Dark, dim, dull. Much, very much, excessive,
great. Very small, very little. Half-blown Half-open, Half-driveu
Braces for tightening the tape of a bedstead. Water set to boil.
Illiberal, avaricious. Ginger, in an undried state. Mildness, moderation, the absence of tyranny and oppression. Innocuous,
mild. Peerless, matchless, unequalled ; only, sole. Half-ripe. pain

affecting half the head ; Half-spoken, half-uttered. Half-ripe.
Half-made, half-prepared. moisture, honey or nectar of theflips.
Half of any thing, A half ( generally applied to pieces of cloth).
Food, aliment, victuals, nourishment, support. Pain affecting
the half of the head, hemicrania. Fleshy excrescences on the eye,
cancer of the eye. intercalary month, formed of the aggregate
days omitted m reckoning the Inner year. halve, divide. Confused, perplexed ; un- steady ; impatient, hasty, precipitate, irresolute. Confusedness, perplexity, unsteadiness. Perplexed,
confused, unsteady, impatient. Haste, precipitation, irresolution, fickleness, unsteadiness, want of firmness ; confusion,
perplex- ity, impatience. Instability, want of firmness, A prefix of
negation, Unwrought unformed ; uneducated ; unlicked unpolished, unfinished, unset (as a ring on jewel), Inconsistent or illarranged speech rude, awkward, boorish. name of several plants

; cord with fourteen knots,. Rigidity or paralysis of the muscles
of the face and neck. Unbounded, infinite, eternal. Absence of
knowledge, certainly or conviction. regretting, out of humour,
sad, troubled in mind, dissatisfied, displeasing, Occupied, busy,
having no leisure ; unseasonable ; inopportune. want of leisure
or opportunit. fast, fasting. Unskilful, clumsy, artless, awkward,
inexpert. novice, bungler, simpleton. creek, bay ; long narrow
passage, lane ; embracing. jackal. Uproar, clatter, tumult, mirth,
confused or mingled sound, noise made by many or a great and
indistinct noise. embrace, take. weaver. oilman, cast whose bnsiuess it is to sell oil. Lap, bosom, embrace. oilman's press; piece
added to the end of a sleeve, caff ; nutmeg dictionary as tbe
heart, lungs, sto- mach, hovels, &c. digestive ffeculty, gastric
jnice. New leaires jnpt sprouting. A species of hawk. Splendour,
brigfatnese, flash. lighten, flash. shell of a large kind. small shell

used as edin; money, fare, hire ; gland ; the point of the stemnmy or ensiforia cartilage. bit of money of the lowest value;
farthing. Jojy pleasure, happiness pastime, diversion play, trick,
show, a scene or spectacle, tumbler, dancer, one who contributes to dirert by exhibitions, &C. Sportive, of pastime or diversion. Dyed with safflower. Becnnse that. mmn m. Weepings
laineatiiigs. m. Order, metliod ; vniniernipt- ed progress. Hfif s.
m. An insect, a worm. Buying, purchase, Trade, traffic, l and
selling. Ascending, surmounting either in a literal or figurative
sence ; the eun's course on the globe, the eclipse, lustre. The
ecliptic. worm, nn insect; lac, which is the accumjulation of an
insect. Deed, an act, action An organ of action, as the hand, foot.
Sport, play, pasiame, Torpid or costive boirela unaffected hy
strong purgatives. Cruelty, fierceness. eyed. Anger, wxath, passion. Passionate, angry, wrath. Low-spirited, languid. Wetness,

dampness, moisture. Pain, affliction or distress ; pain from disease, anguish ; worldly occupation, care, trouble. Pained, distressed, afflicted. Distressed, afflicted, wearied. Dry and crackling. hem, hawk, expectbrate. SemfTitrrfred bricks. mnrder privately; wash, rinse. small bird; a WAgtaiL snrall tarabonrin. a
timbrel. Side, quarter, diVision of the earth. rog:ibn. of a fionsc,
apartment; part; piece, fragment, portion ; chapter, section ;
sngar act of reAicing any thing to pieces, rescinding of an order,
refnting of an argnment, removing of any caTamfty, thwarting
of any scheme ; breaking, dividing. cnt np, quarter, cut to
pieces, divide ; refute. ruinous and broken-down building, ruins
of a town or house. smalT bird, wagtaif. ffake, slice (especially
offish) division or piece (if land). refute, . interrupt prevent.
District, province, paddle for digging- tha- groimd, a dibble. pit
ffom which eartir has be dug out to make bricks or pottery ; a

notch in a teg of wood. pillar, post. strike the hands against the
arms preparatbry no wrestling,, &c., challenge (a$ wrestlers do).
scoop, scrape. Wf s. m. A bird ; lur, wind. adjutant bird. vault or
circle of heavens, planisphere; same- [ representJed' artificially,
the armillarjr sphere: Astronomy. date, or date free ; wild date; a
kind of sweetmeat. ridge of a thatcheJ roof. A date. Lame, crippled, limping. species of metro, a stanza of two lines, one of 32
the other of 30 feet; it consists of rnles for the coustrnc- tion
an4 right interpretation of; saying that the universe is from all
etemijty ; wrangle to oSend, wrankle, pierce; doubty be apprehensive. Rapping, thumping rattling. bug. bedstead with curtains; clashing of weapons. mixed taiste of sour ancl sweet;
agreeable. insect. Apprehension, suspicion, ) doubt, suspense,
abodement ; Spring-tide. pin with whiA a boat is fastened. pelecat. mall bedstead. herb sorrel . Sourish, acetona. a polecat. A

hunter otte who lives by killing and selling game. A labours. A
cow-house or oow-shed; an imitative sound. rustle, rattla,
clangs. Doubt, apprehension ; a toothpick. whetstone, grindstone. raise, station, plaee, stay or stop, stick up, place erect,
proctire a fictitious person for some purpose. An ornament
worn en the wrist, a braoelet; a flaw in a jewel. cut up, quainter,
ta cut to pieces, difide ; ref utfe. dunghill. grain-pit, a cAiity hi
whfcll gram is kept. tree, the resin which is used m medicine.
grass that grows in pottds. divigion of a house, a flight of rooihs
: w mine ; a certain day of the fortnight, as tbe full, change, of
the moon; a ftotch in a log of wood. [mango. A broken tile ; a
slice of Wtm. Vent, Sale, expense; request, a lunatic. be dried up
or absorbed ; sell, go ofi, be expended or made atray with ; remain, join, mix with, enter, penetrate, s. m, A company A small
tile ; the shall boo, splinter ; very destroy, iwake away with,

despatch, ravage. chafing dish ; an earthen cap. Left-handed.
thump, shake ; frighten away to put to flight ; A currycomb.
chair, litter. Noise of horse's feet in gal- loping ; tnmult uproar.
hare, rabbit. sweep. fgrass, stack, rick ; kind or Pure, prime, best
sort, geau- ine, honest, candid, sincere, strioi. Purity, excellence
probity rectitude, trustiness, honesty. crashfng noise; stalk of
burnt gras. Oil Cake ; chalk A scratch wilh the naill, a. scratch.
date tree and its fruits; an nicer with hardness of the skin on
thebtiek of the foot. snore. large number, ten mmfoir millions, a
biUion. worthless person, mali- cious person ; sediment, deposit
of oil, (fee, an oil-cake a pit. Low, vile, base; mischievous, bid,
wicked. Skin, hide, membrane. boil, bobble ; ! be nutated or
tossed up and -dewn. The place in which salt it boiled. granary.
threshing-floor; the oil is pressed ont, oil-cakes. Scented oils ; a
hole ma by children for playing. at trap-ball r marbles. f

language. Bald, morbidity, troubled with falling of the hair. remove shove out of the way slide away, draw back. poppy-haad;
scented roots of a speqes of grass used for door screens, which
being sprinkled with water, setvc to eool the rooms. Poppyjnice, Jopium. Grinding the teeth. sriiwi the teeth. hair, seratch,
tear. moon gem. Sngar (coane). cough. cough, ditch, moat
trench. glutton. horn of a rhinoceros. itch. sweetmeat like
pieorast. bedstead ; a bier, cot or bedstead on which dead bodies are conveyed to the pile. act of eating; daily aoceunt, wastebook. A oast generally employed as cart-wrights, x. Dung, manure. f Edible, fit to be eaten. Food, dinner f eating. Meat and
drink food, board, fare. a nest, a beep, abnndance, receptacle.
Salt, brackish. A eoarse kind of red obth of cotton. Skin, hide ;
bellows ; a rivn- let, rirer, canal, ereek, inlet. take the skin off,
flaj. Manure. dish made of poise and rice boiled together the

flower of ber tree ; mixture of two languages, a langua franca or
jargon. pulled, drawn, extracted, endured, td stretch; wearied,
Qxhansted. black ring painted en a tambourin. tree and ite fruit.
dish made with bieatiQgBi or the milk of a. cow just cslved.
laugh heartily, giggle, titter, blossom, Uoom; Given to eat,
feeder. Causing to bloom. cause or give to feed ; cause to take
(an oafhf) ; cause to suffer. remove, shove oat of the way, slide
away draw back; peevish, bashful, abashed. Rice-milk. first time
of giving rice, milk to an infant. oucumber. udder, Parched grain
inflated or pufled out by heat so as to appear Uke froth. BeteMeaf made up witii the different ingredients. An eclipse ;
thicket, wood, Jewels, ornaments ,- a pledge, a pawn. lay hold of,
handle, seize, catch, take to blush; act of calking. Pledged. pawn,
pledge. Pincers, forceps. A swing, a cradle. store, hoard : The
fmctificfition when nearly ripe, is bruised- and smoked for

intoxication ; knot ; joint, articnlatfon ; a bundle.Wealthy. act to
one's own prejudiceThe untying of a knot ; prodigality, expense
; open the purse ; reibo- val of prejudice. dislocation; reduce to
obedience or subjection , attach. The anus, privities. A land of
grass of wh ich khas khas is the root, Sugar-cane. iron point of
an arrow. A cow. water- vessel. tree. Cayenne pepper froth :
thunderbolt. sound, thunder : roar as a lion or other wild beast ;
be pleased,- happj, cheerful, de-.lighted. A carrot. A ditch, pit,
cavern, am- buscade ; cart, carriage. concealed, to- lie in ambush. Paste-board. cushion, pad, pack-saddle ar thin matttress,
beddinr or any tiihig stuffed ; sent ; sovereign's throne; kind of
worm having a strong fetid smell. A cow, Qoumidm Beef. cheek
; tebaeco. ball «f carded cotton. Cow's clarified batter, alligator,
a shark. With difficulty, with much ado. cause to fall, fell, overt
am, or overthrow, abase, cast, throw or break down ; spill, drop;

an ear of corn from Which the seeds have been taken out ; short
stick in the game of tip-cat, which is stuck by the longer. play at
tip-cat. A coarse kind of carpet not coloured. wild creeper. be
milk-warm; snuffle, smg slowly or with a low voice. be kneaded,
plaited, &o. bunch, bluster, ear of cron. Being set on edge {the
teeth), stone (of fruit ), seed. Molasses, treacle, raw sugar. Mangoes boiled with meal and fittgur, resembling luangoe-fool. oil
used instead of butter. sing, celebrato, prattle, as infants. Excellence ; multiplication. The loss of all good quaUties. Possessed
of merit. Fold, turn, time. Soft, plump. tickle to titillate. Constipation, flatulence, &c. ; ono who lets quilts for hire. anus. Name
of the neck. beetle found in dung-hills or old cowdung. A swelling or tumour from a blow ; the planet Jupiter. Difficult of digestion. the cold fit of a fever, quotidian fever. Sweet cake fried
m butter, or wheat flower, sugar and daki with anise and

caidamum seeds xiiade into dumplings and fried in ghee. soften,
mollify. Plump, handsome, chubby. A musketeer, a shooter of
ball, a gunner. Conglomeration, knot, Grief, displeasure, mental
uneasiness. Rice-gruel, or rice and water boiled together and
seasoned with salt. The roseapple. pill, a boltre, any small globular substance ; disease. pellet-bow. The ankle. Dumb. Dumbness. Echo, buzzing, resounding. thread, string, plait ; stitch ;
spit or put on a spit. tree yielding a sort of gummy fruit. A partner (at any game) disguised agent, a scoat. wild fig. dunghill,
place where excrement is thrown. Poisoned flesh, the meat of an
animal destroyed by poison j garlic. A vulture. pigeon. A householder; all the prescrib- ed ceremonies, &c. ; virtue, especially of
a householder, as hospitahty, The site of a habitation. garden or
grove near a house. partisan, of or belonging to a side ojp party;
to ba taken or seized ; or of belonging to a house ; book

containing directions for reli- gious ritesName of a fish, Marigold. rhinoceroti. ball for playing with. crab. Name of a game,
knocking a stick over a line by throwing another stick at it. nipple. kind of red earlb or oobre. Of the eoloor of wheat. pickaxe.
Dried eew-dang. ea- sel in which gnm is kept to seal letters with.
A span ; a kind of deer (the nit goto T) a mnle. A herd ofkine, a
mnltltnde of cattle f a cow-honse or station. Perception, information. The small-pox. The leg, foot. Aristotle. Family, race,
lineage, kin ; a genus, a claps or species. A relation ; in law the
term is nearly equivalent to the gentile of Roman law, and is
applied to kindred of the same general family who are connected by offerings of food and water, and stands opposed to
the cognate kin, who do not partake in the offerings to the common ancestors. prick, puncture, dot, mark with dots ( the shin ).
Yellow orpiment ; a cow's tooth ; a fossil substance of a white

colomr, apparently an earthy salt. bough, a branch. milch-cow.
gold-necklace. conceal, hide. A species of white day. sling. term
in card-playing ; name of a medicinal herb { the chasm in the
Himalatfd mountains through which theOanges flows, erroneously con- ceived. perhaps varieties of agate. Chalcedony or
opal measure of distance equal to two eros sor con. bright yellow pigment . circle, a ball, any thing round or globular, waterjar. The eyebrow. scowl, frown,, brow beat, look angrQy raising
the ey brows. knit th eyebrows. bar& ; {mU ) talk foolishly.
earthquake. whirlpool. large black bee eaamouf ed of the lotus.
Feathered hair, namo of 9$ defect in horses. bark. Fear. A poet
driven into the groBfid for obainiag aft elephaat to. Earthly,
terrestrial, produced in or relating to the earth. Error, ignorance, mistake, misaprehensioB ; perplexity, donbt. m. Toothpowder, musical iusinneuiy i kliid of cymbal. move by wMSng

about or crookedly; averse tfr act eeutrary. spider's web ; any
thing very fine aud sfaader. maiine monster, confimnd ed usually with the crocodile and shark, but properly a fabulous sbmal
: as a fish it might beeoujeetund to be the honed sharks or
themiH com fish; but it is often drawn, u in the pictured signs of
tbe- Sodiac, with the head and fbxe : it is tlie emUem of the god
of love ; one of thd slgQS of the lodiftc, like the Gr6ek vepreMitation of that fiign being on animal in the foreparts and ending
in the toil of a fish. neotar or honey of a flower ; a fragrant kind
of mango ; trumpet-flower ; algfat of a gun. Wtlkhi wrdna, flaifier or perfonn trifle food, PInnged, dived, immefs ilH J ed ;
sank, drowned ; delighted. pleased, glad, happy, cheerfnl. joyful.
wipnij Transport, rapture, cheer iUnesa, Vtvaoiiy, delight. Aai
alKgator. Proad, haaghty, presamp tuons, fastidioas, arrogant,
msolenly cross, obstinate stobbom, intient refractory. Obstinacy

atabbomneas Intolence. small blackish, trka galar, pjramidical
ahaped seed of a Tciy pangent smell Afishi a species ofSilaras fffi
Plunged, dived, immersed; saak drowned. of the dufff or divisions of the universe ; country, that of the modern; a drug.
Odoriferous. To be at the piont of deaths The ridge of a honse.
the planet Mars Ta creak ( mi a hoiHmS oroiher thing heamly
MteM ); Perverse, refiraotory, diaobe dfent, cross, obstinate,
reetrre pert, viwirpn f . a. be sick at tbe stomad feel nausea; pretend ignoraneet. platform, aoaffold, Honey. warn him of the
general deluge. mnsqnitOy a gnat. One who wonld steal the
minntest thing a petty pilferer. kiss. A rat. Small cymbals. Marrow, pith, sap. The middling. The blossom {of a tree). cat. Coquetry, ogling. pea. eat flesh. paste. Twisty flexioni. Lined,
headed, eovered or top- ped (oe a drum with parchment . cottage y a temple. necklace, zone, fil- let, &c. of precious stones.

Scam, skimmings, frothy foam, barm, &c. ; pith, esence. Ornament, decoration, jewels trinkets. circle orb, sphere disk of the
sun or moonfi halo, circumfer- ence : starch. A female or small
frog ; Envy, impatience of ano- ther's success or piOKperity ;
paesiou, anger, a gnat, a inusquito. Churning. Butter-milk, without any watery admixture. Spirituous or vinous liquor ; inebriety, intoxication ; pride, nrro- gence. A juggler, a fruity the
round sweet lime. The honeycomb or live. A dish of curds gU
4ind honeyMidday, noon, Heart-stealer. shake the head at what
one approves of, pretend to refuse that which one se- cretly desires. factory, one's Heart's wish or con- tent. sweetheart. Wish,
desire, mtentiony de- sign-, purport purpose. Mental, inteUectuid. persuade, canse agree ( io antfthin ), conciliate, propitiate
sooth, coax,, assuage, appease, put in mind ; do, act,, perform,
make. appease, concili- ate. wnk8.m. Intention, desire purpose.

trade in jewels, &c. A blemish in horses. the legislator and saint.
Menu. Puss (a cat), Heart- ravishing, bea.

ROSMARIE WALDROP

from OTHERWISE SMOOTH

7

After the first hour the mourners fall silent. Or speak at angles,
in a hush. You have an importance we did not grant you while
alive. Now you obstruct the passage of time you're no longer in,
and the clocks risk stopping. The rock has split. Early. Eerie.
Lack of experience translates into shock. The clarity, the final
simplicity of excessive complications. Preoccupied zone in the
brain. My face none of the different blacks of mourning, but
white and red as always. You would prefer our mourning raw.
But I need conventions to lean on. Pomp on circumstance.

8

Without you to say you to. Without you saying you to me.
Words don't rise to the roof of the mouth. The rose is obsolete.
The color of your eyes subtracted from the air. Fabric undone.
A twist of wind. Waste. Dust. The walls crumble to memory
rubble. This hour a month ago, a year, your head in the mirror,
sun on a leaf, strident chemistry, dashes of cold rain, sentence
crashing down. Woodsmoke floating above it all. And a silence I
can’t bear because it is complete.

9

Grave, tomb, menhir, dolmen, cromlech, cairn, pyramid, coffin,
black-box. The earth our mother. Caught in a movement that
doesn't seem to take place. With fields enough no end to plain.
And bursting with buds. Death gleans no electric charge. No
meaning. Only a window slammed shut. I keep circling. One
excessive, emphatic quote: no space not crushing, no rain not
maddening, no state not a vastation. And yet. Already so many
pear trees blossom. Unscroll patches of soft velvet. The hand
touches and lingers.

FARHAD SHOWGHI

from Ende des Stadtplans (Urs Engeler Editor 2003)

tr. Rosmarie Waldrop

INTERIM REPORT

1

A trace of smoke, of insects in the light. Foliage builds up. Layers of branches rubbing against one another. You look around.
Foliage builds up. No overgrown lake, briefly endarkened by
cloud movement. You push aside branches. Have shadows on
your fingers. As if lack of waterlilies were the atmospheric stratum of a good idea. You don’t adjust your way of looking. When
you peer through the leaves. Enduring, the sky over the gray
alder tops, spreads only under duress. The images are still. Approach on their own. With spots of blackthorn, of burning
bush. Look: here comes a scare. As quite the blackbird. Can
easily start otherwise or as a blackcock. Shakes long-stemmed
nine-blossomed false umbels. Beside your hand. Just now you
thought: have somehow walked a ways with a stiff neck. Worn a
white shirt to blue pants, to opening eyes, down to the burning
bush.

2

You may brush against dead fence wood. Leave to the air whatever comes to. A front of cicadas making room. It seems. How
quiet settles on black goats. In the open field. Already nothing
is. Nothing like a trift stream sounds. Or with fence wood lasts.
With the mating flight of privet hawkmoths. Smearing like rock
grass and starball leeks, its brief ether. The blades in your
mouth. Quickly darkened: the bite holds the trace. And how
quiet settles in the armpits. Sometimes groundwater, sunlit.
When you walk. Distribute your feet. Your palms in the open
field. But the light knows how to gather them in again. To kindle, spread out. Make yourself understood in a blaze.

BRIAN TEARE

Neither objects nor space, not time, not anything—no forms.!

reading Agnes Martin
on the bus I think
about her “perfection”
for about four blocks
until I begin to hate it

in the drawings I love
she leaves evidence
of process fraying
the grid’s edge
like leftover math

her forms suggest
a counter-rhetoric
dots of color or
the hand-drawn
incidental
serves as a frame

a word changes as it enters a new discourse
freed from received ideas and responsibilities
stripped to its core it’s made “perfect”
but a word might choose to change itself

outside the realm of perspective
a line that constructs a system
continually escapes perfection
a kind of found quality persisting

a word might choose its medium
graphite over a light acrylic wash
emptiness as an outer limit or
graffiti scratched into the bus window
existence makes a thing useful
nonexistence makes it work
the impossible patterns a life

I’m not trying to describe anything. I’m looking for the perfect space.

wisdom has said
we have a body
we have disaster
rectangle and square
a thinking couple
illness narrows
the visual field
but can’t close it
sufficient difference
establishes an opening

to write is to draw
between the mark
and its support
the soft grid a size
I can walk into
for all its regularity
a dream of graphite
I almost remember
the root of light
heavy in my hand

for Kathleen Fraser

Not to know, but to go on.

white underpainting
floats up through
darker colors it carries
as water floats paper
before saturation
reveals its inks

milky as wringing
just-washed glue
brushes over the sink
waiting is the color
of what draws nearer
without touching

I happened to be thinking of the innocence of trees and then

at the museum
I saw Night Sea
blue-green grid
framed in goldleaf
the visual field
water’s tension
at the point just
prior to spillage
the grid essentially
kintsugi beauty
cleaving to injury
soldered in gold

I saw the poem is
partial knowledge
an excerpt implying
more than it makes
overt it leaves
itself unfinished
at its several edges
where the eye seeks
a way toward closure
that is not my face
turning away here
I turn toward you

It’s all just guesswork.!

life is broader than we think
six by six
a grid drawn

always as though I’m reading
a map beneath dim streetlight

by a small ruler
to get the lines
loose at both ends
straight

globe auraed by fog
my mind seems to be
pursuing a thought

it goes out into a world
without cause absolutely

what it’s like to be an earth
waiting for light to arrive
from far away

without a hint of this world
I sign my name on the back

KELLEY IRMEN

DORIAN INVASION

I.

the coast, to go down

This is all neck and knuckle
trace lineages towards myth

Averter thrives off deluge
where almost and finished co-conspire

there is a river below
open when he has closed

(where foam and froth sleep
to rise once you wake)

who is in charge of all his anyways?

II. of things, to fall down

did flinch without standing
not anytime
when too many windows
opened all at once

(re)instate
did flinch from without
but no matter the cinched
break, haltingly standing
a few feet
at the doorway

songs abound thresholds
woman near frame
oikos once held
—her hands—
final wringing, shake out
what has been drawn

but maybe should have said
to proceed to an extremity
the backlog has no memory

but maybe should not say
look at my hands
look at these scrapes

III. of a river, to run down

keep singing out in the hallway
or maybe it was the backroom;
always damp and seemingly war-torn
how did they miss an encampment like this?

wait for interlude
smell thick sulfur
listen for the ignoble chatter
all wafts over this way
I am a god in my own chamber
at least at least at least…

IV. to come from the high sea to shore

At least the lighter of fires remains
thinking of everyone at once
until they become the same person
penumbra echoes his table
soon he will fold into the fog thinking no one is watching

Soon they will burn the cardiac
line the dirt against the wall
a terminal carrier.
He was hoping to die and be found

it’s me the coast is flooding for

V.

of exiles, to return home

final seconds

cataclysm

(there is a river below
open when he has closed)

where foam and froth sleep
to rise once you wake
blood in his mouth
some ceasefire fouling up the breach

I am a carpenter on the highest ledge

these are just minute bells
everything prior to the wave will remain true
it goes back years, you see?
who will stare for decades where I am not?
go back to the humidity
place the focus on the bench

I sharpened my teeth on the tendons of the whirl
can bite through it all

I have fists
I have something to clench

now, I

ANCIENT GREEK

and in the middle of the Aegean
he forgets the words
dies
, for this reason

you have passed through
what was said
born) from/to
neighbors
rout

ful

gentler
more
better joined, more harmonious
in/for both speech and action]

…
trainer’s
to play the coward]

better they may

an attempt upon
having dragged down,

of the inquiry
faded
for what reason]

JUSTIN TERRY
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